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At this time, the Destroyer was wounded inside and outside, and could no longer
withstand Levi’s powerful attack.

Can only be slaughtered.

“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

Levi hit his face with a punch.

Levi wants to be ashamed!

Although he was in a suspended animation at the beginning, Levi remembered
the punch that this kid punched him.

Now he wants to return one by one, no, he has to double back!

“Boom boom boom…”

Levi’s fist head shot at the rate of a machine gun. In an instant, thousands of
punches hit the Destroyer’s face.

He can’t keep up with the speed of healing!



A face was bloody, almost torn apart by Levi.

Fist strength also spread to the whole body, and cracks appeared in his body.

That day, he returned everything that the Destroyer brought to Levi.

The Destroyer was dying, looked weakly at Levi, and tremblingly asked: “Who
are you…Who are you?”

“what do you say?”

The voice fell, and Levi recovered his original face.

“What??? You??? Levi!!!”

The Destroyer was the most shocked to see Levi alive.

Because he killed Levi, he ruined Levi’s body.

Now this person is standing in front of him alive. Whoever is shocked?

“No! Impossible!!! I don’t believe it!”

Even the Destroyer’s super brain is unwilling to believe that all this is true.

It was so shocking!

He couldn’t believe it!

Levi can’t live!

His body is absolutely destroyed!

But the fact is, Levi just appeared alive!



“Boy, your grandpa has so many methods! Just to make you proud for a while! I
wanted to make you proud for a while, but I didn’t expect you to hit the gun!

Murder flashed in Levi’s eyes.

The Destroyer was frightened and already felt that he was going to die.

At this moment, he finally realized that he was not even qualified to be an
opponent in front of Levi!

“Puff!”

He pointed at the Destroyer’s forehead!

“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

One after another, the vigor penetrated through the body.

Make a roar!

“Crack!”

“Crack!”

…

This Dao Lloyd Jin actually contains multiple vigors.

Blast in the body of the destroyer!



In an instant, hundreds of energies broke and exploded in the destroyer’s body
with a destructive momentum of destruction.

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

In the end, the Destroyer’s body was torn apart, exploded completely, and
disappeared on the spot!

There is not even a scum left!

After doing all this, Levi smiled.

“I didn’t expect someone to die!”

He never expected that he would meet the Destroyer here.

The key is touching!

But he didn’t know what happened before the Destroyer.

Get rid of the Destroyer, Levi continued to move on to Golden Harbor Island.

“What’s the situation? What’s the situation with the Destroyer? Why did you
disconnect? Hurry up and resume his communication, I want his latest situation!”

Richard was already in a hurry.

Even if it is now the core of the Lab of the Gods, the Destroyer is still his capable
man!

He doesn’t want something to destroy the destroyer!



He even had a terrible idea-to restart the god-making plan thirty years ago and
reshape the destroyer!

No matter what, he didn’t want anything to happen to the Destroyer.

“Not found!”

“Disappeared! The Destroyer can’t be contacted at all!”

“We can’t determine the specific location of the Destroyer, let alone what
happened to him!”

…

In the laboratory, Richard’s men were also panicked.

Can’t find it at all!

“No! Is Sarah that strong? That’s the destroyer, the destroyer who killed Levi!”

Everyone was amazed.

Richard pondered: “Maybe I underestimated her, she might be so powerful!”

“The news of the Destroyer…”

Chapter 2010

Richard looked excited and exclaimed: “What? Is there any news? Hurry up!”

He also breathed a sigh of relief.

“If the Destroyer has news, I almost thought he was going to have an accident!”

Almost everyone present heaved a sigh of relief.



The Destroyer has news!

“but…”

The man hesitated and said: “It’s just bad news! I just tested the Destroyer’s chip,
and it happened that he has no life fluctuations! He is dead!”

Almost every member of the Lab of the Gods will have a special chip implanted
in them.

Not only to see if you are alive, but also to locate, detect danger and so on.

This person just detected that the chip has no feedback of any life fluctuation
signals.

“boom!”

The news thundered, and everyone present was dumbfounded.

died?

The Destroyer is dead?

“Are you sure?”

Richard asked.

“The same is true for the data sent back from the headquarters, confirm! The
Destroyer is dead!”

Hearing the exact news, everyone was stunned.

There was silence in the laboratory.

“I didn’t expect that Sarah would be so strong! The Destroyer was dead!”



“How strong is Sarah? Even the only successful person in the Destroyer plan is
dead!”

…

“No, how could the Destroyer’s body with such a terrifying recovery of healing
ability die?”

Suddenly someone raised a question.

“No! The Destroyer is not a god, but a man after all! If the opponent is so
powerful that he can’t even beat him, how can he live?”

Richard’s voice sounded.

Richard sighed: “It seems that I underestimated the experimental accident!”

“Come on, first block all news of the Destroyer’s death! Don’t spread it!”

“Resolutely can’t let Morendam rise!”

Richard’s meaning was very simple. Levi was about to die just now, which was a
heavy blow to Da Xia.

But now the Commoner Killing God first swept the major forces on the East
Island.

If the news of the Destroyer being killed by Sarah spread out, would it be worth
it?

The impact of Levi’s death is almost gone.

…

On the other side, Sarah thought that the Destroyer had really escaped.



In addition, Richard’s side blocked the news that the Destroyer had died.

They don’t even know.

…

“Wen Lei, I want to visit Golden Harbor Island!”

“I want to hear that woman talk about King’s Landing!”

This woman is naturally referring to He Qingxue of the Gambling King Family.

Everyone now knows that Levi died in battle for He Qingxue.

Had it not been for He Qingxue, Levi would at least be alive!

But Sarah didn’t blame her, but wanted to hear about Levi at the last moment in
her mouth.

During this time, Sarah had accepted the fact that Levi had passed away.

There is only one thought in her mind-revenge.

Junjun has a strong talent and is protected by Tiance Mansion, and there is
absolutely no problem with worry-free life.

She has no worries and can let go of her revenge.

But before that, she wanted to see where Levi died.

“Well, let’s go with you!”

Wen Lei Regina was afraid of her accident, so she must follow.

Immediately, the three went to Golden Harbor Island.



Soon after, Levi arrived at Golden Harbor Island first.

The gambling king family has changed a manor.

In a villa in the manor, He Qingxue has been autistic for a long time.

Except for her reaction when she heard the Common Killer sweeping Dongdao,
she was lying on the bed at other times.

Doesn’t get up at all.

“Miss, someone is looking for you!”

At this time a servant came.

He Qingxue didn’t respond at all.

“Miss, this person claims to be Mr. Garrison’s subordinate, and he wants you to
know about some situations! He says there is an important event!”

…

He Qingxue had a reaction after hearing this.

“Let him in!”

Soon, the servant brought in one person.

It is Levi who is disguised.
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Levi didn’t want to know anything else, just wanted to continue the conversation
with He Qingxue.

He wanted to know what Richard and the Lab of the Gods took away from
Morendam.

He Qingxue didn’t have any suspicion after Levi had changed his profile.

Levi claimed to be his subordinate, and wanted to know what Levi and He
Qingxue talked about at the last moment.

Under Levi’s deliberate guidance, he quickly recalled the stage of the
conversation between He Qingxue and Levi before the war.

“At the last moment, he was asking me what Richard and the Lab of the Gods
took away from Morendam. When I was about to say it, they were killed!”

He Qingxue recalled.

“What Richard took away, this is exactly what we were looking for…”

Levi told He Qingxue about the plan, which was consistent with what Levi said at
the beginning.

He Qingxue believed it.

“Please also Miss He to tell me everything! This is very important! Whether we
avenge the boss or guard Morendam has a vital role!”

Levi looked at He Qingxue sincerely.

“Okay, I’ll tell you all!”

“The thing that the Gods Lab and Richard took away in Morendam is an energy
substance. I don’t know what it is! I only know that they call it the sun stone!”



“Rumors say that the Sun Stone can provide all the energy needed by the Gods
Laboratory! Just a fist-sized piece of the Sun Stone can supply a national power
station for one month of resource energy!

Is their main source of energy! It is also the foundation of the status of the Gods
Laboratory! “

“How many years the Gods Laboratory has existed, no one knows! But it is said
that all the sunstones that can be mined in the War Eagle Nation and many areas
have been mined by them!

Plus the sun stone is super rare! Therefore, the Lab of the Gods is actively
searching for the sun stone all over the world! To further enhance their
technology and strength! “

“So today the technology of the Gods Laboratory has reached the point where
others can only look up. God knows what they produce.”

…

Hearing this, Levi already understood the reason why the Gods Laboratory had
established bases all over the world.

I am afraid that half of the reason is to search for the energy source of sunstone,
right?

“Later, the Lab of the Gods found this kind of sun stone on the land of
Morendam, and the quantity was super large! They found the largest area in the
world at present! My grandfather accidentally obtained a data, saying that the
sun stone of Morendam The total amount can support the supply of the Gods
Laboratory for at least a hundred years!”

“hiss!”

Hearing this, Levi couldn’t help but gasp.



So scary?

A hundred years of supply?

This is the laboratory of the gods!

Their technology, the resources and energy required by their technology must be
unimaginable data against the sky!

The total amount of Morendam Sunstone can supply them for a hundred years,
which is an astronomical number!

Levi also understood why Richard and the others would be eyeing Morendam.

At the beginning, the Dominator Alliance was formed to attack Morendam, and I
wanted to capture Morendam!

I’m afraid it’s coming at the Sun Stone!

After that, he repeatedly targeted Morendam for the Sun Stone.

Under the influence of the East Island forces, Richard and the others finally found
the opportunity to come to Morendam and take away many sun stones.

But they were also afraid of these targets from Tiance Mansion, and they didn’t
take much away.

Next, I am afraid that I still want to steal the Sun Stone from Morendam.

Thieves, don’t want to take away my Morendam’s things!

The ones you take will also be returned one by one!

No matter what the Gods Lab uses the sun stone for, even if it is used to boil
water for cooking, it will not work!



Levi will also stop!

He Qingxue glanced at Levi and continued: “Next, the Blackwater Company is
going to establish a cooperative relationship with a large group in Morendam. I
think it was for the mining of the Sunstone! The young owner of the Blackwater
Company was engaged to me before, which is actually the case. I want to stand
firm in Morendam.”

Chapter 2012

“Everything they do is to mine and take away resources in Morendam! They have
made a lot of preparations! It is only now that I gradually understand that they are
all premeditated!”

“I used to yearn for the Lab of the Gods very much, but after experiencing this
incident, I understand a lot!

Now that the Gods Lab is developing like this, it must be brewing a super plan!
Once they develop beyond their control, it will be a disaster for Morendam and
the world! Please stop them! “

He Qingxue already understood that the reason why the Gods Lab killed Levi
was because he had been blocking their way and preventing everything they did.

Hear here.

Levi felt more and more that it was necessary for him to die.

The Lab of the Gods is more terrifying than imagined!

They are brewing a super big plan!

The future is extremely threatening to anyone!

Now that he is feigned death, he can just dig a little bit to inquire about the Gods
Laboratory.



Otherwise, it would be too difficult to deal with the Gods Lab on the face.

There is almost no chance of winning!

“You must stop them! Take revenge for him too!”

He Qingxue looked at Levi seriously.

“It was all I killed him! He wouldn’t die if it wasn’t for me as a burden on the side!”

He Qingxue still blames herself very much.

Levi smiled and said: “I believe he will not blame you! You did nothing wrong at
all! Besides, it is his responsibility to protect the people of Morendam! If you give
him another chance, he will still protect you! There will be no complaints!”

“really?”

He Qingxue has been living in guilt.

Hearing what Levi said was a bit touched.

“Yes! He wants to see you cheer up!”

He Qingxue nodded: “Well, I know. I will definitely cheer up!”

Levi was thinking about the next plan.

The first is to prevent the Lab of the Gods from taking the Sun Stone again in
Morendam, half of it will not work.

Second, staring at the Morendam enterprise that is united with Heishui Company,
it is best to kill it in the bud.

Third, investigate the laboratory of the gods and try to get rid of Richard as soon
as possible.



Fourth, the ultimate goal is to get rid of the laboratory of the gods.

Seeing He Qingxue’s recovery a lot, Levi smiled and said, “Do you believe he will
appear in another form?”

“Ok?”

He Qingxue was taken aback first, then nodded.

“I believe!”

“That’s good, wait for him to appear in another form!”

Just as Levi was about to leave, three people came outside.

It was the plum that dyed them.

After the decision, the speed of the three women was very fast, and Levi was in
front of her feet.

“Miss, a group of people are looking for you outside!”

The servant came in to report.

“Ok?”

Both Levi and He Qingxue were taken aback.

Why is there still someone looking for it?

“Who are they?”

He Qingxue couldn’t help asking.

“It’s a woman. She said she wanted to learn from you some of the circumstances
of Mr. Garrison during his lifetime!”



Said the servant.

Levi became more confused.

A woman who wants to know her situation?

Who is it?

“Miss He, then I will leave first!”

Levi’s goal was achieved and just left.

He Qingxue glanced at Levi: “No, you all want to know about him anyway! It
doesn’t matter! You can also discuss and exchange! Maybe you know each
other! Go get someone in!”

He Qingxue said so, and Levi could not leave naturally.

Soon the servant brought the three in.

“Hello Miss He, we come to you to find out something!”

The three of them greeted He Qingxue as soon as they came in.

He Qingxue also nodded.

“Hello, he also came to me to understand his situation!”

At this time, the three of them turned their eyes and looked at Levi next to them.

Levi also looked at them!

Plum dye!

Wen Lei!



Regina!

Levi’s expression changed drastically!
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I never thought I would meet the three of Sarah here.

Are they here?

Seeing the three of them looking at him in unison, Levi was a little nervous and
uncomfortable.

Is she still like that, as always, hating herself and treating herself as an enemy?

Looking at Levi, the three of Sarah felt a little familiar.

This person seems to have seen him somewhere.

But in detail, I don’t know.

“Who is this?”

Sarah asked curiously.

Sarah stared straight at Levi, as if to see him through.

The same is true for the other two women, who inexplicably feel that Levi is a bit
familiar.

“Sir, have we met somewhere?”



Sarah looked at Levi suspiciously.

If facing other people, Levi would definitely not change his face and heartbeat.

But in front of him is plum dye.

He was a little nervous and even stammered.

“I…”

The three of them looked at Levi more suspiciously.

Seeing that Levi was about to be exposed, He Qingxue’s voice sounded: “He is
Mr. Garrison’s subordinate, and he came to understand Mr. Garrison’s mission
during his lifetime!”

“The mission of King’s Landing?”

Sarah asked nervously, his attention immediately shifted.

“King’s Landing??”

At this time, Levi and He Qingxue said in unison, looking at Sarah in surprise.

The reason why He Qingxue was surprised was Sarah’s name.

The reason why Levi was surprised was that it was also called, didn’t Sarah
regard himself as an enemy? How can you call yourself so intimately?

Could it be that she is already healed?

Levi was surprised and happy!

If the plum is dyed well, then his wish is over.



“Miss He, I am Sarah, Levi’s wife, and I am here to find you about his situation on
Golden Harbor Island…”

Upon hearing this, Levi confirmed that Sarah was ready.

Although this kid half fairy and half ghost hid at the time, he was still considered
conscience.

Not only thinking about keeping his body, but also saving Sarah.

“Count what I owe you! I have a chance to repay in the future!”

Levi smiled.

“I have almost understood, I will leave first!”

After looking at Sarah a few more times, Levi left here.

He Qingxue began to tell the three about Levi’s situation on Golden Harbor
Island.

What Levi didn’t expect was that He Qingxue actually told Sarah about all the
conditions of the Gods Laboratory and the Sun Stone.

“Stop the Lab of the Gods! We must not let them get the Sun Stone again!”

Sarah’s eyes shone with light.

This further strengthened her determination to avenge!

She wants to inherit Levi’s will and complete his unfinished mission!

After all, she has this ability now!

But Sarah’s idea is bolder.



For example, Levi had to figure out the enemy’s strength first, and then infiltrated
and solved it little by little.

But Sarah had a crazy idea in her mind—she was going directly to destroy the
Lab of the Gods.

From the battle with the Destroyer Top Ten, she assessed her own strength. She
has the confidence to destroy the Lab of the Gods.

But before going, she has to make sufficient preparations.

To improve her strength to the extreme, it is best to develop all the potential.

“I really envy you for having such a good husband!”

He Qingxue looked at Sarah enviously.

After bidding farewell to He Qingxue, the three of Sarah went to the place where
Levi had fought against the Lords.

Levi looked at Sarah from a distance.

He will be very busy next, and it is estimated that he will not see plum dyeing for
a long time.

I want to see more.

As for Jun Jun, Levi probably won’t see him before he finishes the matter.

But as long as there is no danger on Jun Jun, he can rest assured.

“Despicable Lab of the Gods! Despicable Dongdaomen!”

Sarah shouted angrily.

Levi kept looking at him.



“Who?”

At this moment, Sarah suddenly let out a stern shout.

Found Levi.

Chapter 2014

“Fuck??”

Levi was shocked.

Can this be found?

What is the level of plum dye now?

He is hiding like this, can he still find it?

Is Sarah’s strength like this?

The main reason is that Sarah’s body has reached an extremely terrifying state
now.

Several levels stronger than the Destroyer!

She has super perception!

She could perceive every move of everything around her.

She could detect the movement of mosquitoes thousands of meters away as
long as she wanted to.

That’s why Levi was exposed.

“boom!”



As soon as the voice fell, Sarah turned into a flash of lightning and chased him!

Levi fled immediately.

But then he was surprised to find that he couldn’t get rid of plum dye at all.

She followed closely.

Levi knew that if he played against each other, or met, he would definitely be
exposed.

Who knows if Richard has arranged anything with Sarah, if he exposes himself,
that would be bad.

“boom!”

Levi slammed a terrible punch, trying to stop Sarah.

It was just that when the punch hit Sarah, the terrifying power from her body
revealed and turned into an invisible wall, blocking Levi’s punch.

Seeing this punch is like a mud cow entering the sea.

Levi was shocked.

She has fought against the angry Sarah before, and she is indeed terrifying!

It’s all brute force!

But now, she can use her strength proficiently, can start speed, can defend, can
attack…

This is also terrible!

It is now an upgraded version of Sarah!



“boom!”

The defended Sarah turned into a flash of lightning and instantly appeared before
Levi.

He even caught up with Levi.

“You can’t escape!”

Sarah said coldly.

“Magic Shadow Clone!”

Levi wanted to trick Sarah’s eyes to escape.

Did not wait for Sarah to see clearly.

He immediately performed his fascinating knowledge-the ghost clone.

Dozens of clones are instantly differentiated!

In fact, it is fast, deceiving the brain and deceiving the eyes.

“Escape!”

Levi smiled and fled immediately.

Only in the next second, his face changed wildly.

Sarah ignored all the clones and grabbed him directly.

That means that Sarah’s eyesight is terrifying, and his brain is even more
terrifying.

Demon Shadow Clone can’t lie to her at all!



So she can instantly lock Levi’s true body from among the many clones of Levi.

“Fuck!”

Levi exclaimed again.

This is too scary, right?

For the first time, his ghost clone was broken!

Turned out to be his own wife!

Before Levi could think about it, Sarah came after him again.

“I…”

Levi was really speechless.

If this continues, it must be exposed.

Sarah turned into a flash of lightning and rushed in front of Levi again.

“Don’t you want to leave!”

Levi has a headache.

How can we go on like this?

Not only that, Wen Lei also caught up immediately.

“Isn’t it?”

Levi was shocked again.

Is Wen Lei also in this state?



Is this progress too fast?

Levi only noticed Wen Lei, although she might be worse than Sarah, but she was
also very close.

Wen Lei locked the direction he was leaving from the other direction.

“I feel that you have a problem in where you are. Who are you?”

Sarah coldly shouted.

Wen Lei also stared at Levi coldly: “His appearance should not be his real face, it
is very likely that he has changed his face!”

Sarah and Wen Lei’s bodies have reached a limit.

Especially perception is even more terrifying.

They could already feel that Levi’s face was not right.

It’s not in harmony with his overall body, which is still surprising.

Levi was in a cold sweat.

Two aunts, don’t talk about it.

This secret will have to be discovered by you sooner or later.

At this time, Regina also arrived.

The three female generals Levi were besieged.

“Come on together and see what he really is!”


